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The conference was held at CAP SCIENCES in Bordeaux. 147 professionals were invited 

who represented a wide range of public and associative institutions with a direct link 

to the theme of radicalisation. 

 

In France, we never hold meetings on Wednesdays because it is a day of important 

absenteeism for mothers (working 80% they make choice to be off the office so to stay 

with their children who have no school on that day but attend sports and/or cultural 

activities). As social work is mainly female in profiles, and because this year May 30 was 

a public holiday, only very few participants attended SERA conference. Fortunately, the 

twenty or so present worked for directly impacted organizations such as French 

ministry of Justice, social department for youth protection, prison representatives, job 

employment services for young adults from 16 to 25 years old, association giving help 

to families that have children at risk of radicalisation and/or at risk of departure to 

Syria, ... 
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Our speaker, Mrs Laurence BINDNER, spoke about risky internet and dangers for 

future.  

 

To listen to speakers, we had a simultaneous translator in our conference room and 

equipment were rent from outside company. 

 



 
 

 

 
 

After introducing SERA EU project to participants then the speaker before the 

videoconference itself, we present SERA in its whole pedagogic content including 

SERA+ that is an extended one-year-program that includes skills acquisition to better 

reintegrate society when released from prison, training then job employment… 

Contacts were taken with some representatives that show their interest for SERA 

development. We make the choice not to have several speakers because we prefer to 

priorize debate with participants (the number they were allowed exchanges between 

all of them). 

 

 
 

Meeting started at 9:30 and finished at 13:20 (later than the originally scheduled 

closing time) that included the videoconference from 10:00 am to 11:15 am.  


